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Definition? (I) 

• “a new or improved product or process

(or combination thereof) that differs

significantly from the unit’s previous

products or processes and that has been

made available to potential users

(product) or brought into use by the unit

(process)”

Oslo Manual OECD, 2018)

The process of translating an idea or invention into a good or service that 

created a value for which customers/citizens will pay/demand

Not a single definition for innovation !!

https://www.oecd.org
/sti/inno/oslo-manual-
2018-info.pdf
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Definition? (II) 
✓ To be called an innovation, an idea 

must be replicable at 
an economical cost and must 
satisfy a specific need. 

Is there an actual need?

Even if 
technology is 
ready, users 
cannot see a 
need to pay 
for it… or yes?
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From inventions to innovations

• An invention is a unique or novel device, method, composition or

process.

✓ But an invention could never reach the market if it is not

transformed into an innovation

9

Invention

Innovation
(hitting the

market)

success

fa
ilu

re

Transforming inventions
into innovations

Continuous improvements
once in the market

Some ideas could be 
useful in the future
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Evolution of innovations (I)

• The “wheel” has been “invented” many years ago

• …but new applications could appear over time… and continuously evolve

No wheels Four rotating wheels Two wheels 

A depiction of an onager-drawn cart on 

the Sumerian "battle standard of Ur" (c. 2500 BC)
(Wikipedia)

150 years 20 years
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Evolution of innovations (II)

• Not necessarily the “wheels-based luggage” was the waited final solution

for all types of users

Hands-free solution or
back-protected solution?

What do you (users) prefer (will 
to pay) to address your need?

Deep knowledge of markets is an essential ingredient for successful innovation 
in families of products (roadmapping)

Children

Sports

Business

Women

Do you know the (future) users’ wishes and behaviour ? 
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Combining/integrating innovations

The case of Guttenberg press
Early modern wine press. Such screw 

presses were applied in Europe to a wide range of 

uses and provided Gutenberg with the model for 

his printing press. 
Introduced in the 1st century AD by the Romans, it was 
commonly employed in agricultural production 
for pressing wine grapes and (olive) oil fruit, The device 
was also in urban contexts as a cloth press for printing 
patterns

Recreated Gutenberg

press at the International Printing 
Museum, Carson, California

Movable type sorted in a letter case 
and loaded in composing stick on top.
The concept of movable type was not new in the 15th 
century; movable type printing had been invented in 
China during the Song dynasty, and was later used 
in Korea during the Goryeo Dynasty, 
where metal movable-type printing technology was 
developed in 1234

1398-
1468

Why not to combine previous 
Innovations to create a new one?
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Usefulness!!!
(cost-benefit analysis)

The case of the nuclear powered car: Ford Nucleon

The future in energy technology seemed 
nuclear and at Ford they asked 
themselves, why not make an atomic car?
Ford engineers and designers outlined futuristic ideas in the 
Ford Nucleon, ahead of their time in many ways.

Ford Nucleon was, luckily or unfortunately, just a concept. A vehicle that never came to reality beyond
scale models (3/8 scale model). The nuclear reactor would fission Uranium pellets, heat up water and
produce steam. This high-pressure steam would then turn turbines to provide electrical power.

https://auto.howstuffworks.com/fuel-efficiency/alternative-fuels/nuclear-powered-car.htm
https://thenextweb.com/shift/2020/04/10/remembering-the-nucleon-fords-1958-nuclear-powered-concept-car-that-never-was/

1958

Shortly after physicists had managed to build the first 
nuclear fission reactor and echoes of World War II and 
the use of atomic bombs were still echoing. 

Is the regulation ready?

https://auto.howstuffworks.com/fuel-efficiency/alternative-fuels/nuclear-powered-car.htm
https://thenextweb.com/shift/2020/04/10/remembering-the-nucleon-fords-1958-nuclear-powered-concept-car-that-never-was/
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Diffusion of Innovations (I)

Risks of adopting a new technology
decreases over time when many 
adopters share experiences and 
technology matures

Source: Rogers (1962)

Diffusion of innovations in society takes time
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Diffusion of Innovations (II)

New technologies appear 
CONTINUOUSLY…
but not always they will reach at 
the plateau

Bidirectional brain-machine 
interface in 5-10 years?

Estimations: do you agree?

Source: Gartner
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Concepts to take away
• Innovation implies to move solutions to users

✓ Any “invention” in the lab does not constitute any “innovation” unless it were 
successfully delivered to users to address some needs

✓ Is there still a need?

• Innovations can be obtained by combining previous innovations
✓ Smart reuse of existing solutions in new fields (multidisciplinary settings)

• Innovations evolve over time 
✓ To address new needs for segments of users

• Innovation process is risky and only a small percentage will become a 
success
✓ Risk management is closely coupled with innovation
✓ Market understanding, funding, protection, cost-benefit, regulations,… 
✓ Is the market ready for accepting your innovation?

• Innovation diffusion takes time 
• Predictions are not easy to make
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Innovation taxonomies (I)

35

• Innovations could be classified according to many criteria
✓ Not a single taxonomy serves for all purposes
✓ Classifications are useful depending on the objectives

• Main criteria
✓ Target of the innovation
✓ Impact on the business organisation or society
✓ Interaction with business processes
✓ Relationship to technology maturation
✓ Participation or not of a number of entities
✓ … and many others

robotic assisted surgery
could be classified from 

many perspectives

Complex products can 
combine multiple 

individual innovations
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Innovation taxonomies (II)

35

Three broad categories from the target perspective:
• Product innovation

✓ Introduction of a new or improved product into the market
✓ Examples of ICT product innovation

▪ Pen drive
▪ Virtual reality glass

• Process innovation
✓ Use of a new procedure to do something (e.g. manufacturing)
✓ Examples of ICT process innovation

▪ Agile software development
▪ 5 nm microprocessor manufacturing technology

• Service innovation
✓ Introduction of a new or improved service into the market or inside organisations
✓ Examples of ICT service innovation

▪ Streaming music service

▪ Cloud services
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Innovation taxonomies (III)

35

Three broad categories from the target perspective:
• Product innovation

✓ Introduction of a new or improved product into the market
✓ Examples of ICT product innovation

▪ Pen drive
▪ Virtual reality glass

• Process innovation
✓ Use of a new procedure to do something (e.g., manufacturing)
✓ Examples of ICT process innovation

▪ Agile software development
▪ 5 nm microprocessor manufacturing technology

• Service innovation
✓ Introduction of a new or improved service into the market or inside organisations
✓ Examples of ICT service innovation

▪ Streaming music service

▪ Cloud services

Neuromorphic chip
(Spinnaker 2)?

Epilepsy surgery planning
(VEP workflow)?

Use of HPC simulation
(NEST)
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Innovation taxonomies (IV)

35

Two broad categories from the impact perspective on pre-existent 
way of thinking:

✓ Evolutionary innovations (also called incremental, continuous or 
dynamic innovation) 
• that are brought about by many incremental advances in technology or processes 
• Examples:

▪ New models of the same smartphone
▪ More energy efficient ion-lithium battery

✓ Revolutionary innovations (also called “discontinuous” or “disruptive” 
innovations) 
• which are often disruptive and new
• they could also create new sectors and markets
• Examples:

▪ Fully automated vehicle (level 5)
▪ mRNA vaccines ??
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Innovation taxonomies (IV)

35

Two broad categories from the impact perspective on pre-existent 
way of thinking:

✓ Evolutionary innovations (also called incremental, continuous or 
dynamic innovation) 
• that are brought about by many incremental advances in technology or processes 
• Examples:

▪ New models of the same smartphone
▪ More energy efficient ion-lithium battery

✓ Revolutionary innovations (also called “discontinuous” or “disruptive” 
innovations) 
• which are often disruptive and new
• they could also create new sectors and markets
• Examples:

▪ Fully automated vehicle (level 5)
▪ mRNA vaccines ??

Neuromorphic 
computer (BrainScale)?

New brain data for 
Brain Atlases
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Innovation taxonomies (IV)

35

Innovations could be classified depending on the role 
played by technology

Is the technology a key issue for the success of the 
product/process/service?

Two main types
▪ Technology-based innovation

✓ Innovations where the users/market perceive the role of 
technology as the basis for new product/process/services 

▪ Organisational-based innovation
✓ Innovations where technologies do not play any key role 
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Organisational innovations

35

Two examples:
• From traditional groceries to supermarkets

✓ The shopping char was not an invention but an 
innovation by adapting chars to the supermarket 
field

✓ The role of customers changed: much more active
✓ Product placement is key to stimulate shopping

• From assisted to non-assisted petrol stations
✓ Conventional support technologies 

▪ e.g. video-camera or automatic barriers

✓ The role of customers changed too: they become 
much more active 
▪ e.g., shopping in the petrol station

✓ Lower prices could compensate users for the lack 
of service

Airport operators are heavily investing today 
in improving shopping areas to become more 
attractive for passengers waiting their flights
… even if they take more time to go to the 
gates 

Shopping at airport
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Innovation taxonomies (V)

35

Innovation processes could be conducted inside an organization 
or through the involvement of several organisations which the 
organisation cooperate with

Two main types
▪ Closed innovation

✓ Ideas and their development came from the original organisation until 
reaching the market

▪ Open innovation
✓ Ideas also come from external sources and their development could be done 

cooperatively or simply incorporated to the organisation after developed 
outside 

✓ This issue will be addressed later in another lesson
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Rationale

35

Individuals or institutions cannot have all the knowledge needed to keep its 
competitiveness over years when technologies evolve so fast

More clever people and useful ideas 
are outside any organisation than inside

How they
cooperate?

How to  access 
to external
ideas?

How to 
protect my 
own ideas?
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Closed innovation

35

Closed innovation model was historically used to 
protect the firm’s knowledge and to obtain full profit

R&D Department

Fail

Fail

The internal border of the R&D 
department implies a key decision: If fails, 
the cost is huge!

Subcontracted?

Product 
engineering
department

Selected

Is it stable
during the whole 

R&D period?

Only some R&D ideas will hit the market 
as new products, services or processes

Hire talent!!... 
and buy machinery

Market
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Closed innovation

35

Key factors of the conventional (closed) approach

Hire and train skilled people at 
international level 

Protect knowledge and base 
the products/services portfolio 

on proprietary IP

Anticipate technology needs 
and pave the way in corporate 

labs 

Use subcontracts for well-
defined and controlled tasks

Continuous selection process to ensure 
the highest level of skills in the staff 

Technology watch to know how key 
technologies will evolve in the future

Internal effort in the internal technology 
transfer unit to protect R&D results for 
internal use

Externalize some activities which 
are not essential as core knowledge
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Open innovation (I)

35
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Open innovation (II)

35

Conventional (closed) approach Open innovation approach

Hire and train skilled people at 
international level 

Protect knowledge and base the 
products/services portfolio on 

proprietary IP

Anticipate technology needs and 
pave the way in corporate labs 

Take advantage of skilled people 
working in other entities by 

cooperating with them

Launch exploratory projects to 
assess new research avenues

Share IP with other partners to 
obtain access to a broader 

knowledge base 
Both approaches
can coexist over 

time
for different 
purposes in

a firm

Use subcontracts for well-defined 
and controlled tasks

Set-up new corporate procedures, 
metrics, follow-up tools and 

enforce a cultural change
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Opportunities for increasing 
revenues (I)

35

Open models were also motivated by the need 
to reduce internal development costs and to increase revenues; 

even if these additional revenues come from sharing technological 
knowledge with other potential competitors (now, converted into “allies”)

Pros and consClosed model
for a firm

Open  model
for a firm

Partner
1 Partner

2
Comparison between 

two models as a firm’s strategy 
to increase competitiveness

No “partners”, 
but “providers”

Subcontracts
for components

Shared
responsibilities
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Opportunities for increasing 
revenues (II)

35

Incomes

Expenses

Balance

Internal development 
costs

Internal development 
costs

Internal development 
costs

Market 
revenues

Sustainable
closed innovation

model

Market 
revenues

Market 
revenues

Technology
licenses

Incomes from
participation
in spin-offs

Sales and
investments New income 

sources from the 
use of open 
innovation

models

Losses for harder 
competition

Higher costs for 
technology evolution

Decision for changing 
the innovation model

Savings from 
using external 

partners

Sustainable
open innovation

model

Non-sustainable
closed innovation 

model
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Management of open innovation

35

Open innovation
community

Open innovation platform
for open challenges

Traditional 
contract-research

PROBLEM COMPLEXITY

Long-term partnerships

HIGH

HIGHLOW

LOW

A
C

C
ES

SI
B

IL
IT

Y
 T

O
 T

H
E 

K
N

O
W

LE
D

FG
E

Use of a competition to 
involve an unknown 

number of participants

Open cooperation 
between partners to find a 

solution to a jointly 
identified set of problems

Instrument used when a 
firm requires external 

support from another entity 
by keeping the control

Bilateral relationship between 
two entities to address a 
complex problem or the 
development of a joint 

technology

Projects developed with the 
cooperation of several 

partners which complement 
their capabilities 

Consortium-based 
research
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Open innovation in HBP (I)

35

Open innovation
community

Open innovation platform
for open challenges

Traditional contract-research

PROBLEM COMPLEXITY

Long-term partnerships

HIGH

HIGHLOW

LOW

A
C

C
ES

SI
B

IL
IT

Y
 T

O
 T

H
E 

K
N

O
W

LE
D

G
E

Use of open calls to 
external participants 

providing added value to 
HBP consortium

EBRAINS users’ 
communities focused on 

specific service categories

Contract research 
funded by some HBP 
partners to address 

specific needs

Relationship between HBP and 
other entities (e.g.  partnering 
projects) to address complex 

issues not covered by HBP

HBP consortium 
(130 partners)

Consortium-based research

Position of the HBP
innovation ecosystem
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Open innovation in HBP (I)

35

Open technological product and service innovation
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Open innovation in HBP (II)

35

SGA3
Consortium 

agreement

Funded
by the EC 

(H2020)

Regulated by
registration as 
users

Not HBP
funded 
activities

Funded
by HBP or 
by other 
sources

HBP partners in the EU 
and associated countries

External entities participating 
in HBP open calls

S&T users’ 
communities 
of HBP tools 
and datasets

External entities participants in HBP 
related national/regional R&D 

partnering projects 

HBP decision 
making 
bodies Members of 

national 
innovation 

communities

External entities
participating in HBP calls

External entities participating in 
HBP related national/regional 

R&D partnering projects

HBP partners in the EU 
and associated countries

Specific
agreements

Not managed
by HBP

Managed
by HBP

regulated by 
internal MoUs
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Innovation management in HBP

35
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Structure of Horizon Europe

35
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European Innovation Council

35
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European Innovation Council

35
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European Innovation Council

35
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European Innovation Council

35
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European Innovation Council

35

Novelty: investments in shares!!
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Conclusions

35

• Innovation became a key driver for competitiveness through new 
products, processes and services hitting the market

• There are many ways of classifying innovations depending on the 
perspective and goals required by institutions

• Open innovation is an innovation model where the process is carried 
out by combining the knowledge and effort from multiple partners 
which share risks and profits

• HBP has developed many types of innovations which are available to 
users (scientists, clinical and industrial) to address better their needs 

• EBRAINS is the legacy product of HBP where many innovations are 
integrated

• Horizon Europe, and the European Innovation Council in particular 
offers opportunities to move research results to the market



Questions?
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• Innovation awareness

• Technology transfer

• Industrial engagement

• Technology intelligence

• Entrepreneurship

• IP protection and ownership

• COMMITTED WITH 
INNOVATION

• OPEN/PRACTICAL

• COLLABORATIVE

• INFORMED/PROACTIVE

• PIONNER

• CAUTIOUS/STRATEGIC

THESE AREAS 
HELP 

INNOVATORS 
TO BE…

IMT key areas 

General view of IMT used in R&I projects



IMTs in the context of our HBP SGA3 tasks
TASK 8.5: Facilitate technology transfer processes and accelerate the exploitation of HBP 
services and tools through EBRAINS 

General view of IMT used in R&I projects

• Monitor and update strategic plans related to Innovation and exploitation

• Reinforce HBP researchers´ orientation to exploitation of EBRAINS

- Innovation training

- Innovation communication and outreach

Innovation webpage

Innovation newsletter

Innovation awards

Coordination of brain Innovation events

• Develop market analysis and roadmaps of HBP technologies.

• Match HBP results with market needs

Innovation awareness 
and culture aspects

Technology transfer

Industrial engagement

Technology intelligence

Entrepreneurship

IP protection and 
ownership

TASK 8.6: Engage industrial actors in the co-development 
and/or utilisation of EBRAINS tools and services

• National Innovation Communities (NICs)

• Call on engagement of Industry, SMEs, and start-ups



• Innovation training courses

• Innovation follow-up activities
Capacity building

• Innovation webpage

• Innovation newsletter
Communication

• Innovation awards

• Innovation radar
Incentives

IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Innovation awareness tools

With these tools we aim 
to develop a culture of 
innovation in HBP.

To achieve that, we need 
people to know what is 
innovation, understand 
the discipline and its 
importance.

Communicating 
achievements and best 
practices facilitate the 
gradual increasing of 
innovation awareness.



• Innovation training courses

• Innovation follow-up activities
Capacity building

IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Innovation awareness tools



• Innovation webpage

• Innovation newsletter
Communication

IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Innovation awareness tools



• Innovation awards

• Innovation radar
Incentives

IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Innovation awareness tools



• Novelty and usefulness

• TRL assessment
Assessment of tech 
development process

• Understand the options

• Feasibility and implications
Transferring modality

• Technology catalogue

• Users identification & approach
Matching offer and 
demand

IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Technology transfer tools

With these tools we help 
HBP researchers to 
translate their innovative 
results to the users´
markets.

To achieve that, we need 
people to know what is 
actual maturity of their 
tools, and to know how 
results can be transferred.

Presenting attractive 
descriptions and 
advantages of the tools 
helps users to evaluate the 
actual usefulness of those 
tools .



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Technology transfer tools

• Novelty and usefulness

• TRL assessment
Assessment of tech 
development process



• Understand the options

• Feasibility and implications

Transferring 
modality

IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Technology transfer tools

Technology transfer implies to 

bring technological solutions or 

services from an institution or 

person, which holds the 

intellectual property right (IPR), 

to other scientific or industrial 

actors.

• Technology acquisition

• Technical and/or scientific 
services

• Technical and/or scientific 
advice, consultancy

• IPR licensing & cross-
licensing

• Research collaborations

• Start-up/spin-offs

• Joint ventures

• Shared facilities

• Exchange of personnel 

• Know-how contracts

• Turn-key projectsSource: https://tt.research.ucf.edu/about-ott/



• Technology catalogue

• User identification & approach

Matching offer 
and demand

IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Technology transfer tools

Technology acquisition
Technical and/or scientific 
services
Technical and/or scientific 
advice, consultancy
IPR licensing & cross-
licensing

Research collaborations
Start-up/spin-offs
Joint ventures
Shared facilities
Exchange of personnel 
Know-how contracts
Turn-key projects



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Industrial engagement

• Design a National Innovation 
Communities (NIC) network

• Maintain NIC momentum

Industrial 
networking

• Call for industry engagement

• Solution workshops with 
start-ups and spin-offs

Collaboration 
and co-creation

With these initiatives we 
involve industrial actors in 
HBP. To achieve that, we 
need to offer interesting 
contents and inform NIC 
members on relevant 
initiatives and opportunities.

The call is an efficient and 
straight forward method to 
put companies on board and 
launch co-creation processes  

Engaging start-ups to HBP is  
a strategic decision that 
brings new users to EBRAINS 
and may ensure the 
sustainability of services 
beyond HBP.



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Industrial engagement

• Design National Innovation 
Communities (NIC) networks

• Maintain NIC momentum

Industrial 
networking



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Industrial engagement

• Call for industry engagement

• Solution workshops with 
start-ups and spin-offs

Collaboration and 
co-creation

AND THE WINNERS ARE…
•NEURO-CONNECT - Knowledge management solution for
multimodal brain atlas and connectome integration
Coordinator: Biomax Informatics AG, Germany

•CESPAR - Closed-loop exoskeleton simulation for personalized
assistive rehabilitation within HBP NRP
Coordinator: Alpine Intuition, Switzerland
Partners: Autonomyo, Switzerland

•Neuro-robin - Closed loop upper limb neurorobot simulator
Coordinator: BitBrain, Spain

•LB2020 - LIVING BRAIN Next generation dedicated brain PET
Coordinator: GEM Imaging SA – ONCOVISION, Spain

START-UPS SOLUTION 
WORKSHOPS

• Focused in brain-
technology start-ups

• Problem-oriented
• Thematic areas
• A series of 

workshops: first one 
(pilot) to be 
organised in May



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Technology intelligence

• Market analysis on the most relevant 
HBP areas

• Roadmaps on specific technology 
developments

Market studies and 
roadmaps

• Identify main actors and their relations 
within the scientific/industrial domain 

• Identification of SMEs and start-ups
Environmental 
scanning

Technology intelligence 
activities allow a wide 
understanding of the 
technology landscape.

The identification of 
technology trends help 
researchers and developers 
to position their efforts and 
achievements in the 
broader context 

The analyses are practical, 
with identification of 
potential users, industrial 
companies, collaborations, 
capital ventures, and other 
exploitation opportunities



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Technology intelligence

• Market analysis on the most relevant 
HBP areas

• Roadmaps on specific technology 
developments

Market studies 
and roadmaps

Completed analyses

• Neuromorphic computing

• Virtual Epileptic Patient

• Spiking network modelling and training

Ongoing analyses

• Brain Atlases

• Brain Simulation & NEST

• MIP & HIP

• HBP applications and tools for hospitals 
(transversal analysis)

• Mapping of the Brain technology 
European start-ups



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Technology intelligence

• Identify main actors and their relations 
within the scientific/industrial domain 

• Identification of SMEs and start-ups
Environmental 
scanning
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IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Entrepreneurship

• Exploitation plans revealing start-ups 
initiatives

• Providing start-ups with IP-related 
and business plans insights

• Specific workshops for connecting 
HBP start-ups with capital investors 
and other actors of the brain 
innovation system

Identifying 
promising 
initiatives 
throughout HBP 
and connecting 
them with funders 
and collaboration 
actors

Setting up a start-up is a decision 
that requires reflection and 
acknowledgement of available 
resources.

We identify start-up 
opportunities within the project 
and provide them support 
(capacity building, market 
studies) 

Start-ups can get advantages 
from the networking initiatives 
and the capacity of HBP 
members to establish 
collaboration and exploitation
connections



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
Entrepreneurship

• Exploitation plans revealing start-ups 
initiatives

• Providing start-ups with IP insights, market 
analysis and business plans guidance

• Specific workshops for connecting HBP start-
ups with capital investors and other actors of 
the brain innovation system

Identifying promising initiatives 
throughout HBP and 
connecting them with funders 
and collaboration actors



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
IP protection and ownership

• Training in IP protection (patents and licenses)

• Monitoring HBP patents application

• Using patent analysis to detect opportunities in 
market analysis

Protection of the 
research and 
development results

• Extract ownership aspects to be aware of (from the 
project Gran Agreement)

• Support on collaboration and co-creation 
agreements 

Ownership of results 
in collaborative 
projects

We deliver IP related 

courses to HBP members

IP aspects are crucial for 

exploitation, as the 

protection of research 

results, and their 

commercialisation are 

intimately linked

Ownership of results 

have influence in the 

protection possibilities



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
IP protection and ownership

• Training in IP protection (patents and 
licenses)

• Monitoring HBP patents application

• Using patent analysis to detect 
opportunities in market analysis

Protection of the 
research and 
development results

a. Patents protect inventions (which can be products or processes). 

b. Copyright protects creations such as, software, literature or artworks. Recognized 

automatically, they have effect since the date of creation.

c. Database Rights protect data sets which have been systematically arranged, organized 

and accessible.

d. Trade secrets protect confidential knowledge that is valuable and identifiable, including 

experiments, scientific methods or formulations.

e. Designs protect the shape and aesthetics of objects.

f. Trademarks protect brands, the value of which is based on the reputation and quality 

of the product or services offered.



IMTs used in HBP and the EBRAINS context
IP protection and ownership

• Be aware of ownership aspects 
before exploitation (Gran Agreement)

• Analyse collaboration and co-creation 
agreements 

Ownership of results 
in collaborative 
projects

Results are the property of the partner generating it...
…but there may be many nuances and mis-understandings !!
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Conclusions

35

• When Innovation management tools (IMTs) are effectively 
utilized, they can reinforce exploitation commitment of teams, 
openness to collaboration, proactivity, entrepreneurship and 
strategic thinking

• The HBP research and development groups should implement 
IMTs in their operational and planning work

• The HBP Innovation team is actively implementing, through 
tasks 8.5 and 8.6, a full spectrum of IMTs to complement and 
support project members´ efforts towards innovation and 
exploitation



Questions?


